Solution conformation of d-CTCGAGCTCGAG by two-dimensional NMR: conformational heterogeneity at XhoI cleavage site.
Nonexchangeable proton resonances in the 500-MHz NMR spectrum of d-CTCGAGCTCGAG have been assigned by using two-dimensional correlated spectroscopy (COSY) and nuclear Overhauser enhancement spectroscopy (NOESY). 1H-1H coupling constants (J) in the deoxyribose rings have been measured by analyzing intensity and multiplet patterns in the phase-sensitive omega 1-scaled COSY spectra. A modification of the J-resolved technique, called amplitude-modulated J-resolved spectroscopy, has been described and used to increase the accuracy of J measurements. Absorption mode omega 1-scaled NOESY spectra at mixing times in the range 50-200 ms have been analyzed to monitor spin diffusion. A 50-ms spectrum has been used to estimate several interproton distances. The coupling constant and distance data have been used to arrive at sequence-specific sugar geometries and glycosidic torsion angles. The backbone structure has been refined by model building using the FRODO program, employing the sugar geometries and glycosidic torsion angles discussed above. The molecule shows interesting sequence-dependent variations in the structure. The cleavage site of the restriction enzyme XhoI exhibits unique differences in the sugar geometry and backbone torsion angles.